
To my Oregon Legislators, 
 
With all due respect I am writing to voice my concerns about the hearing on SB 978 in Salem, 
Oregon on April 2, 2019. 
 
As a law abiding United States Citizen and born/raised Oregon Resident the 1st Amendment of 
this proposed bill is in complete violation of my Constitutional rights. 
 
Any "common sense" gun control is NOT common sense at all, it is an attempt to get positive 
results from criminals by restricting law abiding Citizens 2nd Amendment Rights, criminals 
would love for Our public to be restricted or unarmed by law because We the common Citizen 
would be unable to defend ourselves, our Family members, children, grandchildren...anyone. 
 
Also Our Oregon Legislators attempt to infringe upon ANY of Our Constitutional Rights is 
ILLEGAL. 
 
I am a LEGAL CHL gun owner and I conceal carry daily, wherever my 2nd Amendment Right is 
not restricted. 
I have the right to defend myself at anytime whether at home or in public, by creating "gun free 
zones" the criminals now have "safe zones" to be criminals. 
Armed Legal Citizens are a positive addition to Our State, Local and Federal Law Enforcement 
organizations, Our LEO cannot not be every where, all the time and are at best 10-15 minutes 
away, they cannot defend us at the time a criminal attacks myself or perhaps a defenseless 
person within my presence, we MUST be allowed to defend Ourselves and others that are in 
harms way. 
 
A Federal Judge in California just recently ruled that a ban on magazines over 10 rounds is 
unconstitutional, it only restricts law abiding Citizens against personal defense. 
 
Here is one of the best scenarios I have heard about restriction Law Abiding Citizens to defend 
themselves. 
" A criminal possibly invades my/your home with a 30 round magazine gun, I am by law 
restricted to 10 rounds, Our own laws, which I abide by have now guaranteed that the criminal 
has a better chance than I do to defend myself and my Family".  
 
Most of the proposed infringements will make Law Abiding, Legal Citizens into Felons. 
 
I will NOT comply to ANY illegal "laws" that infringe on ANY of my God given Rights, NONE. 
 
Please, DO NOT punish law abiding gun owners in an attempt to correct CRIMINAL behavior, 
that's not how Our laws are supposed to work...it say's so in Our Constitution and Our Bill of 
Rights. 
 

I/We the People will not comply to laws that take away Our Rights as LEGAL Citizens. 



 

Thank You for your time, I'll claim my 2 minutes to speak at Our Capitol building tomorrow, 
April 2, 2019, 
 

Tony L Robinson, Sr. 
 
 
 


